All wasteland survival guide fallout 4

Fallout 4 all wasteland survival guide locations. All wasteland survival guide locations. Wasteland survival cheat codes. Fallout 4 wasteland survival guide magazine locations.
in: Fallout 4 magazines, Periodicals View source “ Every installment of the Wasteland Survival Guide you collect adds a version of the Wasteland Survival perk, which grants a unique bonus, like faster swim speed or double meat on slain animals. ”— Fallout 4 loading screen hints The Wasteland Survival Guide is a magazine in Fallout 4.
Characteristics There are nine editions of the Wasteland Survival Guide and each confers a unique benefit, each (barring two issues - "The Scrapyard Decoration Guide" and "Guide to Diamond City") apart of the perk Wasteland Survival. Locations Issue Closest location marker Location description Effect RefID Wreck of the USS Riptide On the table
in the deck cabin. Heal 50% more from fruits and vegetables. 0008e75e Crater house West side of the crater on the table of the lower level of a shack. Besides a lantern, caps and Gamma rounds. Permanently take 5% less damage from insects. 00135f0a Egret Tours Marina On the counter of the diner and coolant recharge station. Permanently heal
+50% from irradiated packaged food and drink. 00135f0d Lynn Woods On the sleeping bag, inside the main shack with the steamer trunk. Permanently unlock new decoration items in workshop settlements. (This perk won't be shown in your perk-list of your Pip-Boy) 00135f0e Gorski cabin On the desk in the root cellar with Wayne Gorski's personal
terminal. Diamond City is now permanently marked on your map. (This perk won't be shown in your perk-list of your Pip-Boy) 00185cba Nahant Oceanological Society On the metal desk with the typewriter, entrance room area, ground floor (it is not in the laboratory building). Permanently gain +10% discount from food and drink vendors 00185cbd
Old Gullet sinkhole On a concrete block inside the sinkhole, by the cooking pot station. Permanently swim 25% faster 00185cc4 Ranger cabin On the sideboard table in the cabin. Permanently take 5% less damage from melee attacks. 00185cca Sunshine Tidings Co-op In the unlocked cabin nearest to the silos, on the floor next to a dead Settler body
and a red Industrial Trunk. Permanently collect more meat from animal kills. 00185cd8 Gallery The Bright Side of Radiation Poisoning The Scrapyard Home Decoration Guide Commonwealth Coupon Spectacular Water Aerobics For Ghouls 100 0 Increased survival efficiency Wasteland Survival Guide is a perk magazine in Fallout 4 that gives the
player ranks of the Wasteland Survival perk. Characteristics Similar to Tales of a Junktown Jerky Vendor, the Wasteland Survival Guide is a post-War edition magazine series, written and illustrated with crude pen drawings. Effects Reading an issue of this comic will grant a variant of the Wasteland Survival perk, (except for two) focusing on
increasing survival efficiency with a specific topic. Magazine issues There are nine issues in total: Editor ID Issue Location Location description Perk Form ID 01 #1, Farming The Wastes Wreck of the USS Riptide Inside the ship, on a table, under the bridge on the water's level. Heal +50% more from fruits and vegetables. 0008E75E 02 #2, Insect
Repellent Special Crater house Western side of the crater, on the table, lower level of a stilt shack with a lantern and caps stash on a table. Permanently take 5% less damage from insects. 00135F0A 03 #3, The Bright Side of Radiation Poisoning Egret Tours Marina On the counter of the diner and coolant recharge station. Permanently heal +50%
from irradiated packaged food and drink. 00135F0D 04 #4, The Scrapyard Home Decoration Guide Lynn Woods On the sleeping bag, inside the main shack with the steamer trunk. Permanently unlock new decoration (two lawn flamingos) in workshop settlements (this perk won't be shown in perk-list of the Pip-Boy). 00135F0E 05 #5, Guide To
Diamond City Gorski cabin In the underground bunker (root cellar found on the floor in the cabin), follow the hallway all the way to the end, by the journal terminal, on a metal desk. Diamond City is now permanently marked on your map (this perk won't be shown in perk-list of the Pip-Boy). 00185CBA 06 #6, Commonwealth Coupon Spectacular
Nahant Oceanological Society On the metal desk with the typewriter, entrance room area, ground floor (it is not in the laboratory building). Permanently gain +10% discount from food and drink vendors. 00185CBD 07 #7, Water Aerobics for Ghouls Old Gullet sinkhole On a concrete block inside the sinkhole, by the cooking pot station. Permanently
swim 25% faster. 00185CC4 08 #8, Self-Defense Secrets Ranger cabin On the sideboard table in the cabin. Permanently take 5% less damage from melee attacks. 00185CCA 09 #9, Hunting in the Wastes Sunshine Tidings co-op In the locked cabin near the silos, on the floor near a mattress and steamer trunk. Permanently collect more meat from
animal kills. 00185CD8 Notes Mole rats and mutant hounds are unaffected by issue #9, and will still only drop a single piece of meat. mirelurk queens and the Nukalurk queen are also unaffected, dropping 5 pieces of meat each. Additionally, only a single piece of softshell mirelurk meat can be acquired at a time when dropped from mirelurks. Behind
the scenes The Wasteland Survival Guide is a carryover based on the book of the same name from Fallout 3 and Fallout: New Vegas. It was originally written by Moira Brown with the help of the Lone Wanderer. Some of the topics in the magazine were never mentioned in Fallout 3. However, other issues of the magazine (#2, #3, and #5) reference
the quest itself: Issue #2, Insect Repellent Special, refers to Moira's attempt to develop Mole rat repellent. Issue #3, The Bright Side of Radiation Sickness, refers to a stage of the quest where the Lone Wanderer gets radiation sickness so that Moira can test a home brew cure. Issue #5, Guide to Diamond City, refers to the stage where the Wanderer
has to uncover the history of Rivet City. Gallery Location images Cover images The Bright Side of Radiation PoisoningThe Scrapyard Home Decoration GuideCommonwealth Coupon SpectacularWater Aerobics For GhoulsClean versions from The Art of Fallout 4 1 Ranger Cabin Video Walkthrough Wasteland Survival Guide gives permanently take 5%
less damage from melee attacks. 2 Gorkski Cabin Video Walkthrough Diamond City is now Permanently marked on your map. 3 Sunshine Tidings Co. Video Walkthrough Permanently collect extra meat from animal kills. 4 Old Gullet Sinkhole Video Walkthrough Permanently swim +25% faster. 5 Lynn Woods Video Walkthrough Permanently unlock
new decoration items in workshop settlements. 6 Crater House Video Walkthrough Permanently take 5% less damage from insects. 7 Nahant Oceanological Society Video Walkthrough Permanently gain +10% discount from food and drink vendors. 8 Egret Tours Marina Video Walkthrough Permanently heal +50% from irradiated packaged food and
drink. 9 Wreck of the USS Riptide Video Walkthrough Heal 50% more from fruits and vegetables. There are nine issues of the Wasteland Survival Guide to collect, with each one bestowing a perk that will help you survive the post-apocalyptic world you've found yourself in.Heal 50% more from fruits and vegetables with issue #01.The Wreck of the
USS Riptide can be found in the main river.Cross the bridge and climb down from the halfway point onto the ship.Head inside the main cabin.The magazine is on the table next to the lantern.Issue #02 Insect Repellent Special - Crater HousePermanently take 5% less damage from insects with issue #02.Crater House is in the northeast corner of the
map. RadAway and Rad-X are a must have to get this issue as it's guarded by Children of Atom, and they're all carrying gamma guns.Once the area is clear, head along the ramp to the first shack on the left.Pop down the steps to the floor below.The magazine is on the table.Issue #03 will allow you to heal +50% from irradiated packaged food and
drink.Egret Tours Marina is to the south of Diamond City.Head into the diner at the end of the pier.The magazine is on the counter.Issue #04 The Scrapyard Home Decoration Guide - Lynn WoodsUnlock new decorations for your settlements with this issue.Lynn Woods is to the northeast.Head into the shack at the foot of the tower.There's a mattress
and sleeping bag in one half.The magazine is on the sleeping bag.Issue #05 Guide to Diamond City - Gorski CabinIn the unlikely event you haven't already been, issue #05 will mark Diamond City on your map for you.Gorski Cabin is to the southeast of Sanctuary.Head inside and through the trapdoor in the floor.Follow the path down here.The
magazine is on the desk next to the terminal in the room at the end.Issue #06 Commonwealth Coupon Spectacular - Nahant Oceanological SocietyThis issue will nab you a +10% discount from food and drink vendors.The Oceanological Society is over on the far east of the map .Head inside the main building.Go on through to the room at the other end
of the building.There's a desk against the wall with a typewriter on top.The magazine is on here.Issue #07 Water Aerobics for Ghouls - Old Gullet SinkholeThis issue will allow you to swim +25% faster.Head to the Old Gullet Sinkhole.Drop down into the water and follow the flow into the sinkhole, at the opposite end to the pipe.Climb out to the area
with the campfire.The magazine is on the cinderblock next to the cooking pot.Issue #08 Self-Defense Secrets - Ranger CabinTake 5% less damage from melee attacks with the eighth issue.The Ranger Cabin is to the south of Sanctuary.The magazine is next to the bed.Issue #09 Hunting the Wastes - Sunshine Tidings Co-OpThe last issue will let you

permanently collect extra meat from animal kills.Head into the cabin on the hill between the silos and the central warehouse.The magazine is next to the steamer trunk in the corner.And with that, you have all of the entertainment / toilet paper you could ever ask for. Your butt is welcome.
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